CEBYSEV SUBSPACES OF FINITE DIMENSION IN Lx
R. R. PHELPS1

1. Introduction.
If £ is a real normed linear space, a subspace
M of E is said to be a CebySev subspace ii to each y in E there exists
a unique nearest element x in M, that is, an element x in M such
that ||y—x|| <||y—z\\ for zEM, z^x. The problem of characterizing
such subspaces for the classical Banach spaces of functions is an
interesting
one. The first (and best) result of this nature was the
classical theorem of Haar [6] characterizing
the finite dimensional
Cebysev subspaces of C[0, 1]. Much recent work has been done on

this and related questions by A. L. Garkavi

[3], [4], [S], [6] and

the author [9], [10], stimulated in part by the discovery [9] of a
certain duality between uniqueness
of best approximation
and
uniqueness of Hahn-Banach
extensions of functionals. So far, however, there has been no characterization
given of the finite dimensional Cebysev subspaces of Li(F, 2, p) (T cr-finite). This is partly
due to the fact that if (F, 2, p.) is nonatomic,
then Li(F, 2, p.) contains no finite dimensional
Cebysev subspaces, a result due to M. S.

Krein and B. Ya. Levin [l, Chapter

IV] for T=[0,

1], p Lebesgue

measure, and to Henry Dye [9] in the general case. In fact, Garkavi
[4] has extended these arguments
to show that Li(F, 2, p.) contains
a Cebylev subspace of dimension n< <x>if and only if (F, 2, p) contains
at least ra atoms. This result, of course, does not tell which subspaces
are Cebysev subspaces, a question which we consider in the present
paper Our characterization
is not entirely satisfactory,
in that it is
given" in terms of the elements of the annihilator
ML of M in Lx,
rather than in terms of the elements of M itself, but we see no way to

avoid this. (Mx= {/:/GL«,(F, 2, p) and fTfgdp.= 0 ior each gEM}.)
The proof makes essential use of an interpolation
theorem (Lemma 2)
which is actually a reformulation
of Liapunov's theorem on the range
of a vector measure.
The theorem itself has two corollaries of interest; one immediate,
the other not so immediate. The first one is simply the restatement
of the theorem for the case when Li(F, 2, p.) is actually the space h.

Corollary
1. Suppose that M is an n-dimensional subspace of h.
Then M is a CebySev subspace if and only if for each z = \zk\ in
M±El«>, z?^0, there are at least ra integers

k such that \zk\ <||z||w.
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The second corollary characterizes
the subspaces M of finite codimension in E = C(T) (T compact Hausdorff)
which have property
U: Every continuous
linear functional
on M has a unique norm-

preserving extension to E. The relation between this property and
the Cebysev property arises from the fact [9] that a subspace M of a
normed linear space E has property U if and only if M1 is a CebySev
subspace of E*. Again, our characterization
is not as "intrinsic"
as
we would like, but an example shows that the only obvious improvement is impossible.

If fEL„(T,

2, u), denote by S(f) the measurable set (defined to

within a set of measure

zero) on which |/| <||/||.

Our main theorem

is

the following:
Theorem

1. Suppose

that

M is an n-dimensional

subspace

of

Li(T, 2, p.). Then M fails to be a CebySevsubspace if and only if there
exists f in MLELX(T, 2, u), f9*0, such that S(f) is purely atomic and
contains at most n —l atoms.
The proof of Theorem 1 depends on several lemmas, the first of
which actually characterizes
Cebysev subspaces of arbitrary dimension in Li. The lemma itself is new, but the ideas in the proof have
all been used previously.
For a measurable function g, let Z(g) = {/: g(t) =0}; for elements
of Li this is defined only to within a set of measure zero, and set
theoretic operations with both Z(g) and S(f) are to be interpreted
to be modulo sets of measure zero.
Lemma 1. A closed linear subspace M of Li is not a Cebylev subspace

if and only if there exist f in M^, ||/|| =1, and g in M, g9*0, such that

S(f)EZ(g).
Proof.

If M is not a Cebysev subspace

there exist h in Li^Af

and

g in M, g9*0, such that 1 =\\h\\ = \\hArg\\=d(h, M). By the HahnBanach

theorem

there

exists / in MXEL«,

such that

||/|| =1 =ffhdu

= ff(hArg)du. It follows that S(f)EZ(h)f\Z(h+g)EZ(g).
To prove

the converse,

suppose

that / and g exist as above,

and

define A=/|g|. We will show that ffhdu = \\h\\ and that ||fe||=||fe —g||.
(Since, for any g' in M, \\h—g'\\ ^ff(h—g')du=ffhdu = \\h\\, this will
show that h has 0 and g as distinct

nearest

points in MA First,

J fhdu= j f2\g\du=f\g\dp=f
Second,

we note that
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= |(/|«| -g)\ =fif\g\ -g)=

|g| -fg,

so that

\\h~ dl= J | A- g|<Z/z
= J (| g| -/*)(Zm
= J Ig\dn= ||ft||,
and the proof is complete.
We can now easily prove half of Theorem 1. Suppose that M is an
ra-dimensional
subspace of Li and that there exists f^O in MXELX

such that Sif) is the union of k atoms, 0 5i&^w —1. Let N = \g: gELi
and g = 0 a.e. on Sif)}. Evidently
N has finite codimension k<n, so
that there exists g^O in MC^\N, and hence M is not a Cebysev sub-

space, by Lemma 1.
The proof of the converse is more involved.
sional subspace of Li which is not a Cebysev

If M is an ra-dimensubspace, then there

exist/in ML, \\f\\ = 1, and g in M, g^O, such that S(f) EZ(g). We will
first replace / by a function /' in ML, \\f'\\ = 1, for which Sif') ESif)
and Sif)

is purely atomic;

after that, a further

/" in M\ ||/"|| =1, such that Sif) DS(f')

replacement

will yield

and the latter has at most

ra —1 atoms. To this end, write 5(/)=5U4,
where 5 contains no
atoms, and A is purely atomic. (Since T is a-finite, A is the union
of at most countably many atoms.) The function/'
will be defined to
be equal to / on T~S and to have absolute value 1 on S, so that

Sif) EA. To this end, choose g2, • • • , g„ such that gi = g, g2, ■ ■ ■ , gn
form a basis for M. If we can produce/'

with |/'|

=1 a.e. on S,f=f

on F~S and fsfgidp=fsfgidp,
i = 2, ■ ■ ■, ra, then we will certainly
have fTfgidp = frfgidp = 0 for each i, so that /'EML. Since we are
only concerned with defining/'
a function exists.

on S, the next lemma shows that such

Lemma 2. Suppose that the measure space (5, 2, p) contains no
atoms, that f is a measurable function on S with \f\ j£ 1 a.e. and that
gi, g2, • • • , gk are in Li(5, 2, p). Then there exists a measurable func-

tion f on S with |/'| =1 a.e. such that fsfgidp —fsfgidp, i=l,

2,

• ... ft.
Proof. Such a function /' will exist if and only if there exists a
measurable
set B (which will be the set on which f = 1) such that

fsfgi=JBgi-fs~Bgi = 2fBgi-fsgi, and this is equivalent to fBgt
= l/2fsil+f)gi,i
= l,2, ■ • • , k. Now,by Liapunov'stheorem [7], [8]
if we define, for C in 2, (friC)= ifcgt, fcgi, • • • , fcgk), then the image
K (in Rk) of 2 under the map <j>is a compact

convex set. On the other

hand, if we define, for |g| gl,
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Hg) = (1/2 J" (1+ g)gi,1/2/(1 + g)g»■■-, V2/ (i + «)**).
then \p is a weak* continuous
affine map from the unit ball U of LM
into Rk, hence \p( U) is also compact and convex. Our problem is to

find B in 2 such that <p(B)=4>(f), and for this it suffices to show that
^(f)EK. This will certainly be true if \p(U)EK, and for this it is
sufficient that i/^ext U) EK, where ext U is the set of extreme points
of U. Now, as is well known (and easy to prove), if g£ext
JJ, then
\g\ =1 a.e., i.e. there exists C in 2 such that g = 2%c — 1. It follows

that ip(g) = (fcgi, • • • , Jcgk)=(p(C)EK,
of the lemma.

which completes the proof

[It is interesting
(but not pertinent to the questions at hand) to
note that one can easily deduce the Liapunov
theorem from this
lemma. We make two observations
which help in the proof. If
Mi) u%, ■ ■ ■ , un define a vector measure on (T, 2), then they may be
identified with their Radon-Nykodym
derivatives
gi, • ■ ■ , gn with
respect to u= \m\ + \u2\ + ■ • • +|/i„|.
Also, if O^h^l
is an ele-

ment of LX(T, 2, fi), then by applying the lemma to f=2h —1, one
obtains a set 5 in 2 such that ixk(S) =fhgkdp., k = 1, 2, • • • , n.]
It remains to define /" so that ||/"|| =1, f"EML, f" =/' on T~A
and |/" | = 1 on all but (at most) n — l atoms in A. It suffices, then, to
define/"
on A such that |/"| = 1 on all but n — l atoms and such
that JV'gi =JVg»
where gi = g, g2, • • • , gn form a basis for M. Since
all the functions involved are measurable,
they are a.e. constant on
atoms, so their restrictions to A may be considered to be sequences.
If A has only finitely many atoms, the rest of the proof follows by
induction from the next lemma, so we will assume that A = U£|.1 Ak
(Ak essentially
disjoint atoms) and define the obvious isometry between Li(.4) and the space h by a(g)k —g(Ak)a(Ak). Thus, there is
no loss in generality in assuming that the g's (which we now write as

g\ g2. • - ' i g") are elements of h and that /'EL,
all k. Our problem

requires

us to produce/"

with \fk | <1 for

in /„ with

all but at most n —l integers k) such that Yf"gt=
■ ■ ■ , n. We first prove a simple lemma concerning

\fk" | =1 (for

Yftgi'

i —2, 3,

finite sequences.

Lemma 3. Suppose that u1, u2, • • ■ , un~x are elements of Rn and that
zERn, with \zk\ <lfor each k. Then there exists z' in R", with \zk\ g 1

for each k, \zk \ =1 for at least one k, and Yzk «* = XXM*>^ = L 2,

• • • , n —l.
Proof. The subspace spanned by u1, ■ ■ ■ , m"-1 has dimension at
X most n — l, so there exists a in Rn, a9*0, such that (Xa, w*=0 for
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in R, i = l, 2, • ■ ■ , ra—1. For small Xj^O, |zft+Xa;t| <1, so we can
choose Xo such that |zi + XoOi;| =1 for at least one k and |Zj+Xo<Zy|
^1 iorjr^k.
Clearly, z'= z+X0a satisfies the above requirements.
Returning to the proof of the theorem, let Sif) denote the set of
integers k such that \fk \ <1 and suppose Sif) contains ra or more
integers. Write these in their natural order and consider the elements
of Rn obtained by restricting /', g2, • ■ ■ , gn to the set Si consisting

of the first ra integers in Sif).

(Recall that g1= 0 on Sif).)

from the above lemma (applied

to these elements

choose hlEl&, \\hl\\ ^1, such that h\=fk

It follows

of R") that we can

outside of Si, hlEMx,

and

| h\\ =1 for at least one ft in S\. Let S2 be the first w elements of Sih1)
and choose h2 such that ||^2||^1,
h2 = h1 outside S2, h2EML and
\h\\ =1 for at least one ft in S2. Continuing in this manner we obtain
a sequence \h'\ of elements of Mx such that \\h'\\ =1 and for each
integer ft (with at most w — 1 exceptions)
there exists jk such that
h{ = h{k for j ^/i and \h{k\ =1. Since \h'} lies in a weak* compact set,
it has a subsequence
which converges
to an element /" in Mx. It
follows easily that Sif") contains at most ra —1 integers, and the
proof of Theorem 1 is complete.
We can now prove our corollary concerning property U.

Corollary
2. Suppose that M is a subspace of finite codimension w
in C(F), T compact Hausdorff. Then M fails to have property U if and
only if there exists a bounded Baire measurable function f on T such that

\f\ =1, frfdp = 0 for each p in Mx, and |/(Z)| <1 for at most ra—1
points t of T.
Proof. Suppose that such a function exists, and let pi, ■ ■ ■ , ju„
be a basis for ML. Let p = | pi \ + \ p2 \ + ■ ■ ■ + \ pn \ and write pt =ftp,
where /• = dpi/dp is the Radon-Nykodym
derivative
of juf with respect to p. The functions

/

generate

an ra-dimensional

subspace

Mo

of LiiT, 2, p) (2 the Baire subsets of T) and it is clear that if M0 is
not a Cebysev subspace of Z,i(F, 2, p.), then M1- is not a Cebysev
subspace of C(F)*. (Note thatLi(F,
2, p.) is isometric with the subspace of measures in C(F)* which are absolutely continuous with respect to p, and that this isometry
maps M0 onto M.) Now,

fEL^iT,
points,
of the
non-U,
v^M1-,
pi, • •

2, p.), fEM^,

||/|| =1 and Sif) consists of at most ra-1

so by Theorem 1, Mo is not a Cebysev subspace and this half
proof is complete. To prove the converse, suppose that M is
so that ML is not a Cebysev subspace of C(F)*. Let vECiT)*,
have two distinct nearest points in M1-, and choose a basis
■ , pn ior ML. Let p = \ v \ + \ jui | + • • • +1 p.n \ and write v = hp,
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Ui=fiU, i = l, • • • , n. Thus, the subspace Mo in Li(F, 2, jli) generated
by /i, • • • , fn is not

a Cebysev

points in M0, so by Theorem

subspace,

since

h has two nearest

1 there exists a function fa in LX(T, 2, u)

of norm 1 with ff0fidu = ffodui = 0 for i = l, • • • , n and S(fo) consists
of k atoms, O^k^n
— l. Now/0 is defined on T only to within a
Baire set B of ^-measure zero. Define /on
T by setting /=/o on
T~B, /=1 on B. Since u(B) =0, we have |m<|(F) =0 for each i, so
ffdu{ = 0. The atoms (if any) in S(fo) are, of course, simply points of
T, and the proof is complete.
It is obvious that the first ("if") part of this proof is valid under
the (stronger) hypothesis that / be an element of M with |/(/) | = 1
for all but at most n — l points; and it would be nice indeed if the
existence of such a function were necessary (as well as sufficient) for
M to be non- U. This is not the case, however, as the following example will show. (Recall that the space c of all convergent
sequences
{xn} may be regarded as the space of all continuous
functions/on
the points {1/«}U {OJ, with/(l/w)
=xn,f(0)
=lim xn.) Our theorem
on h says the following about c:

If M has finite codimension n in c, then M is non- U if and only if
there exists z in ML1El«, such that \\z\\=l and \zk\ <1 for at most n — l
integers k.
Thus (in particular),
if there exists z in M such that ||z|| =1 and
S(z) has at most n — l points, then M is non- U. The converse of this
assertion is false, however. In the example below, let M be the hyperplane {xEc: Yxiyi —®}- There exists z in (Fy)x = M±J- such that
| zk | =1 for all k (so M is non-17), but there is no z in M with this
property.
Example.
There exists a sequence y in h such that (y,z)=
^ynz» = 0
for some z in lm with \zn\ =1 for all n, but there is no z in c with this
property.

Proof. Let yn = (-l)"+12-", » = 1, 2, 3, • • • . If zi = l, z„ = (-l)",
«^2, then Yy^n = 0. If xEc, then (x, y) =yi lim x„+ Ym=2 xnyn- If
|xn| =1 for all n, then there exists n0such that xk = limxn(=
±1) for
k^n0. This fact, together with some simple computations,
shows that
(x, y) =0 is impossible for such an element x.
What about the existence of subspaces of finite codimension
in
C(T) which have property U? The question is answered by the fol-

lowing result.
Corollary

3. If h, t2, ■ ■ ■ , tn are distinct points of T, then the sub-

space M= {fEC(T):f(tA=0,
C(T) and has property U.

i —1, 2, ■ ■ ■, n} has codimension nin
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Proof. This is immediate from Corollary 2 and
case, ML is generated by the point masses at Zi,
In conclusion,
we note that the hypothesis
c-finite was not essential. Indeed, suppose that

LiiT, 2, p.) generated

the fact that in this
• • • , Z„.
that (F, 2, p) be
M is a subspace of

by gi, g2, ■ ■ ■ , gn and that goELiiT,

2, p),

go(£M. Let F0 be the union of the supports
of the g's i.e., F0
= r~n!t-o Z(gt); then T0 is cr-finite. Furthermore,
if we denote by
Mo the subspace of Z,i(F0, 2, p.) obtained by restricting M to To, then
go has a unique nearest point in M if and only if the restriction of g0
to To has a unique nearest point in Ma- Using this remark, it is easy
to extend Theorem 1 to the general case.
Added in proof. A simple one-page proof of Liapunov's
theorem,
using the Krein-Milman
theorem, has been given by Joram Lindenstrauss, A short proof of Liapunoff's
convexity theorem, J. Math.

Mech. (to appear).
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